BRIDGEND’S PROJECT
This project has also allowed for :
● the creation of a new map of the park - created to by local artist
Grace Pow to reflect local knowledge, legends and other nontopographical aspects of the landscape
● a children’s area with fairy doors in trees to encourage children to
go ‘off track’ and explore.
● THIS EXHIBITION and collection of memories and history.
● The youth club, which meets at Bridgend Farmhouse, had an
outing, taking pictures and enjoying hot chocolate prepared on on
a Bridgend ‘kelly kettle’. For some of them it was a whole novel
experience which they all wanted to do it again!
● Meanwhile, the team ran a workshop with children at the Inch
getting them to design the fairy doors.
● Memories were collected from participants at Libertus
● while local artist, Nic Shaw, contributed some of his art inspired by
the legends of the castle and parklands.
All this seeks to supplement other changes and developments.
There will be a forest nursery to encourage children to spend more
time outdoors, with new signage and artistic interpretation of the
paths and other features.

Children at Inch House, designing the Fairy Doors

WOODLANDS AND HEALTH - MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL
Ian, a member of our research group, is
a woodland ecologist, who spoke to us
about forest bathing and the
engagement of the senses. (He highly
recommends - Shinrin-Yoku: The Art
and Science of Forest-Bathing, by Dr
Quing Li.) Nature has its own
communication systems. Enzymes are
released by the trees and this boosts
the immune system, as does working
with the soil (tilth) and the chemical
released after rainfall, which is called
petrichor. (See Ian’s contribution,
illustrated by the group) This encapsulates the simple, yet important
benefits of forest bathing and of exposure to nature for improving
cognition, relieving depression and building the immune system.
TOP TIPS FOR FOREST BATHING. Forest bathing is no more complicated
than simply going for a wander in your local woods or park. The only
difference is that rather than walking for exercise, you take the time to
really focus on the natural world around you: from the rays of sunlight
catching the leaves to birdsong echoing from the canopy.
ALIEN INVASION!
Patrick - another local - spoke about his remarkable long-term study of
the plant life in the park. He has a particular interest in plants and their
relationship to industry. ‘Alien’ plants were identified in the area in the
1860s, from seedlings, caught on hessian sacks wrapped around ships’
cargo and transported from overseas. A survey in Edinburgh in 1904-05
recorded that these plants showed up around docks, canals and railway
lines, particularly where there were mills. The plants had been
transported from around the British Empire as a result of overseas
trade. Nowadays, ‘alien’ plants are a consequence of garden centres!
Alexander’s, relatively rare in
Scotland, was first recorded here in
the 1700s, which is not all that long
after Mary Queen of Scots and her
French court. Potentially, smuts
grown on leaves could descend from
her court!
Worth a note: “Alexanders is now a
plant prized by foragers.
Wild ‘alien’ Alexanders.
This wild green plant - tastes like a
blend of asparagus, celery, and elderflower- is edible and wild, growing
from February to June. Pick the tender young stems and steam them for
a unique flavour experience.” If unsure, do check with an experienced
forager.

FIREWORKS!
Kenny - another local and volunteer at Bridgend Farmhouse - has an
interest in getting more people using the park. He has seen few locals
using it apart from joggers (prior to
8am) and dog walkers! He
recommends the NLS maps facility
where you can overlay modern
with historic maps, for example,
enabling him to locate where the
fireworks factory used to exist.
(Next time, Kenny, maybe just ask
a local like Johnni or Grace as both
Old ad for the fireworks
have tales of this unfortunate
factory and know where it was!)
"The firework founder Thomas
Hammond came to Edinburgh
from Birmingham some time
around 1860 and by 1866 was
operating from a shop in Chessel's
Court, Canongate.
It was his activities that caused the
great Canongate fire on 9 October
1867 - the chemicals he was
working with went up, leading to a
massive fire and explosion. He
Site of the old factory
escaped, but his assistant died in
the explosion and his wife died later in hospital. He disappeared for a
time, but in 1870, remarried, he was back in business with a small
factory at the then Powderhall Recreation Grounds. By 1881, Powderhall
was becoming built-up, so Hammond moved again, setting up as
Thomas Hammond & Co in The Castle Works in one of several workedout sandstone quarries at Craigmillar - well away from everybody!
Describing himself as 'Firework Artist', he provided displays for all sorts
of occasions, made retail fireworks for sale both at home and abroad,
had a line in marine rockets and signal flares, and imported foreign
fireworks as well. In Scotland, and certainly in Edinburgh, at that time it
was Victoria Day that was celebrated with fireworks, not Guy Fawkes
Day. After Thomas’s death in 1896 - very much the driving force behind
the company- the company never had the same profile. The factory
continued under members of his family, but the days of big display work
were over. Under Hammond's youngest daughter, Violet Thomson, shop
fireworks were apparently being made in the 1950s and the firm
remained active until at least the early 1960s, but how active, and
making what, is not clear. Violet apparently went on working until well
after what we would consider retirement age. She did finally give up
some time in the 1960s and died in 1970, but no-one seems sure when
the factory closed. The company's name appears in the Edinburgh
Directory up to 1973, but by that time it was long gone. (Thanks to
http://www.edinphoto.org.uk/1_edin/1_edinburgh_history_-_recollections_craigmillar_1960s70s.htm#18_mike_thomson)

